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CITY MANAGER'S REPORT
2002

started with the City anticipating
revenues from Pulp and Paper of
America in the form of interest due on their
property taxes in the City. As the summer months
went on, it became obvious that there would be no
tax payments from the company. Several times in
August, PPA failed to make pa>TolI; vendors and
loggers were not paid for their goods.
Fiscal year

additional

initially came in with a plan to rehire
approximately 50 of the laid off mill workers and.
as the paper machines in Cascade were started,

Fraser

more employees would be

hired. The Burgess
undergo extensive work and
projections indicate an early 2003 startup.
mill in Berlin has to

Early this year. Aline Boucher, City Comptroller,

their jobs.

announced her retirement. Mrs. Boucher had
been employed with the City for 42 years. She
began working in the Finance Department during
Laurier Lamontage's tenure as Mayor and had
been with the City through the administrations of

The

her for her very dedicated years of service and

850 mill workers were laid off from
September 10. 2001, Pulp and Paper of
America filed for bankruptcy in a Delaware court.
In August.

City, through its attorneys, hired a bankruptcy
lawyer in Delaware to look out for the North
Country's interests. It became a goal of Berlin.

Gorham and the
together to make
To

State to keep the mill's assets
it

more

attractive to a buyer.

wish her the best

We

thank

in retirement.

Blandine Shallow was hired as the City's Finance
Director. She comes to Berlin with several years
of municipal and county experience.

continue operation, the City was forced to cut

8%

from its budget to account for the taxes that it
could no longer expect to receive from Pulp and
Paper of America.
Berlin was offered a low
interest tax anticipation loan from the State but
Councillors were reluctant to accept the hands
because of the uncertainty surrounding the tax
revenues. Department heads and City employees
did an amazing job. keeping services to the citizens
stable with the reduction in flinding.

In

18 mayors, and seven city managers.

May of 2002.

Fraser Papers, a division of Nexfor

Yvonne Thomas. Library Director
during this
years.

She served the City

fiscal year.

Due

also retired

to the financial situation

the Council opted not to

position until ftinding

Thomas continued

fill

the Library Director

became

to

available.

provide

service

expertise to the Library as a volunteer. She

be

commended both

24

for

in Berlin,

for her years

Mrs.
and
is

to

of service and

for the volunteer effort in a critical time.

In

August of 2001, and

after a long search.

He

acquired the mill assets, to include the Burgess mill

Randall Trull was hired as Berlin's Fire Chief

Cascade mill in (iorham and the hydros
were held by PPA. As part of the sale, the City
settled for $6. 79.000 of back taxes, ending one of
the most fiscally trying years in Berlin's history.

moved to Berlin from Louisiana with his family.
He comes highly qualified with sixteen years of

in Berlin.

that

1

experience, to

fill

this

important position.

of turmoil, it is appropriate to thank
department heads for their professionalism,
employees for their flexibility and citizens for
their patience. Together, they have made the best
of a tumultuous year.
In a year

Mayor Dandcrson accepts a check for $6. 79.000 from Fraser
Papers, marking the end ofan eainomic cTisis in Berlin.
1

Photo by:

Pam

Bouchard. BeHin Daily Sun

CITY CLERK'S

DEPARTMENT

The following Ordinances and Resolutions which
govern

city policy

were passed:

ORDINANCES
September

II,

2001

be remembered by

will

many

2002.01

:

:

of

us

as

a

changed our
only

day

that

lives.

Not

were several

changed

but

attitudes

were changed as

A

renewed sense of

well.

patriotism
strengthened.

lives

many

was

Freedom was no longer something we take

was facing
was facing a turmoil of its own.
Our bread and butter was taken from us when the PPA
Mill closed its doors in September.
Over 800 mill
workers were out of work. The City was in a bad
for granted.

In all the turmoil our country

after that day, Berlin

financial

state.

Several

agencies and surrounding

communities came to our rescue with donations. State

worked hard

and

local officials

mill

and they were successful.

REGISTERED VOTERS
Ward

to find a buyer for the

Repealing Excavation Ordinance

2002.02 Main/High St Handicap Parking (2)
2002.03 Main St Bus Stop
:

with Avitar. According to new Assessment rules,

ASSESSING OFFICE

communities

scheduled for certification
the

Board

in

reviewing

is

2005. Toward that end,
requirements

the

implementing changes necessary
with the

new

(Portland Natural

Systems) had pursued the

Court for tax year

1

2006,

the

minds of

US

200

,

has been embedded

1

citizens as a difficult time for the

fhe acts of terrorism on the

nation,

the patriotism

in

of the nation.

We

we demonstrated

innocent lives but

USA

did not deter

mourned

the loss of

that this

would not

&

The closing of the mill
was devastating to the
employer

many. The

in

Berlin in the

in

city

and

mill

December 2001 and

in

will

be

whichever occurs

1 here

later.

were eight

application for abatement forms filed at the local level
for tax year

2001. They were reviewed by the Avitar

appraiser and recommendations were

Board of Assessors.

many

will

It

unknown

is

made

at this

the

to

time how

pursue their case further to the Board of Tax
as

the

filing

summer of 200

employees. As the

the City, the closing

citizens of the City

Transmission

right to appeal with Superior

& Land Appeals or Superior Court
deadline is September 1. 2002.

defeat us.

largest

Gas

next city wide revaluation or tax year

in effect until the

1

and

order to comply

999. That appeal was resolved and

an agreement was signed

1

in

regulations.

One taxpayer

The date of September

all

We are

be certitled every five years.

will

was

felt

by

have proven that they

All deeds received

from the Registry of Deeds

Lancaster, subdivisions and

lot

in

mergers approved by

the Planning Board, notices of demolitions and

new

too would not be defeated. Concerned citizens formed

construction are sent to Cartographies for updating of

groups

the City tax

both worked together

maps and the data base maintained by
Any map with a physical change is then printed
and sent to us. Ihese maps are used by this office.

and hydro operations would

with copies given to the Engineering and Planning

to look at

reinvestment in the City and methods
of attracting new businesses and industries to the
region.

Berlin and

Gorham have

to ascertain that the mills

be acquired by another concern as soon as possible.
Both made concessions that allowed the process to
proceed

in

Though

a timely way.

not opened as yet, the

Gorham

them.

Departments. These maps are available for public use
as well as for

City Departments.

all

the mill in Berlin has

Some of the

was started and
many employees have been rehired. Because of this
and the efforts of many dedicated individuals, the

being accurately

economic

reviewing applications for current use, elderly and blind

workforce

future
in

looks

mill

more

promising

for

the

both communities and surrounding areas

duties of the

Board include maintaining

property records, assuring that
reported

all

taxable property

is

and properly appraised,

exemptions and veteran tax

credit.

The Board of Assessors

committed

also affected by the closing.

We, the Berlin Board of Assessors, will continue to
maintain our open door policy for taxpayers with
questions

or

problems regarding assessments and

assessment prtKedures.

In

will

in

is

government and

to requests for

the

meet regularly and make every

attempt to stay appraised of

all

laws that govern this office.

Due

changes
to the

to the

RSA

enactment of

constraints, public needs,

and new

Education Tax and the removal of the DRA
appraisers from assessing work, the City has contracted

Sincerely,

BOARD OF ASSESSORS
^aiUtwkau, CHAIRMAN
yioLva ^SM^o.L

the State

^/£c.£^aToc^,

to quality

will continue to

and

respond

changes that occur due to budgetary

order to address issues

involving fair assessment and the revaluation,

Board of Assessors

excellence

mi;mber

MEMBER

legislation.

SUMMARY INVENTORY OF TAXABLE PROPERTY APRIL
-

1,

2001

& 2002

Solid

PUBLIC WORKS, ENGINEERING AND

Waste

•The

WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Milan

East

Road

substantially completed

of the

-The Wastewater Treatment

705

Facility treated

million gallons of sanitary sewer flow,

of municipal sludge were generated

1

566
the

at

Wastewater Treatment Facility and were deposited at
the

Mt

in

accordance

with the program

and 216,100

gallons of septage waste during the fiscal year

tons

Groundwater quality and

methane gas production was monitored

Facilitv

was

closure

Landfill

October of 1996. Closure

launched the 3Q year post closure

landfill

monitoring program

Wastewater Treatment

in

-»The Cates Hill Landfill Closure project was put on

hold due to the financial implications of the mill

The

closure

project

is

slated for bidding in 2003.

Carberry Landfill.
Transportation

*A

$9

million dollar upgrade

is

currently in the

design phase for the Wastewater Treatment Facility

and six pumping stations

This upgrade will replace

equipment that has reached

useflil

its

The

life.

upgrade will also make use of new technology that has
been developed since the treatment

23

years

ago

upgrade

This

Wastewater Treatment

facility

will

was

built

position

-~ There

were

during

the

of

Facility to serve the City

main replacements

These

year.

Works Becausethe water main replacements impact
drains,

significant

sidewalks and

Engineering/Public

effort

reviewing repair work on

amount of time

is

a

the Berlin

Much of this

damaged

is

between the

Works Departments,

spent answering questions about existing

significant

there

streets,

amount of coordinated

Water Works and contractors

time

utilities

crossings

and

The
work was approximately $6,260. The

crosswalks were painted as they are every year
cost of this

work included approximately 200,000
striping

linear feet

of

and 17 railroad crossings.

City Hall Security Project

was substantially completed by Couture Construction
The low bid price for the
Corporation of Berlin
project was $97,183.

facilities.

Retaining Wall Replacements
-Hillside

Ave and School

-

St

The City put

this

project outto bid and received a low bid of $178,625
fi"om

Couture Construction Corporation of Berlin

The project was awarded to the low bidder and the
work was started in June of 2001 and was

is

and

substantially completed in October of

200

A

also spent on review and

inspection of street restoration associated with the
utility

railroad

lines,

are

projects

predommantly administered through the Berlin Water
sewers,

edge

lines,

^Construction of security improvements at City Hall

Upgrades

significant water
fiscal

Center

Markings

the

Berlin for the next twenty years.

Utility Infrastructure

- Street

-Jolbert St

intersection of Jolbert St and

Apnl,

excavations.

a retaining wall

-

May and

was replaced

at the

Second Ave. During

June of 2002. The replacement was

completed for $13,300.
In addition, pre-

and post-construction videotaping of

sewer and drain

lines

various pipe sections.

identified

problem areas

in

These problem areas were
This work

repaired before final street restoration.

included approximately 93 feet of 8 inch pvc drain line

on Rouleau Road

This work was done at a cost of

work came from Sewer
User Revenues Significantly less work was done this
year than in past years. This was due to a mandate by
the City Council to freeze spending
This mandate
was the result of the paper mill closure.
$8404.96

Funding for

this

Public

Works Department Sub-contracting

-•The closure of the pulp and paper
a significant financial crisis
lost revenue, tlie

cutting

In

order to overcome

City Council implemented a cost

mandate to City departments.

alternative to cost cutting

During the

Fall

subcontracted
contractors

its

was

An

accepted

revenue generation

of 2001, the Public Works Dept
personnel and equipment to general

who were doing major

construction

The Department was

able to

$112,053.84 wortli of revenue.

This

projects in the City

generate

Effort

mills brought on

enabled the department to avoid layoffs and keep
routine and

emergency services

intact

and operaticxial

We

provide citizens with weekly garbage removal

and an armual Christmas tree pick up
sewerage and storm water collection

Capital Equipment Purchases for the Public

Works

Works,

Department
-•There were no capital equipment purchases for the
fiscal

provide equipment maintenance for

period due to the financial crisis brought on by

Fire,

Engineering

Recreation,

all

Health,

Departments as well

We maintain
systems. We
of the Pubhc
Police

and

as the Berlin

Municipal Airport.

the paper mill closure

We
Public

Works

maintain gas and

fiiel

distribution.

We

also

provide 146 sand and salt barrels for winter use.

Services

-»The Public Works Department provides a number of

maintenance of approximately 60 miles of streets and

The Public Works Department collects paper, glass,
plastics, tin, aluminum and cardboard for recycling

many more

We

services to the citizens of Berlin

They

include:

the

miles of sidewalks that need to be swept,

patched and overlaid

We also provide snow removal,

street striping, street marking, the febrication and

installation

of street and

traffic signs.

retaining walls, install guard rails

We construct

and guard fence

penodically seal concrete sidewalks, retaining

walls

and bndge abutments.

Department also provided
project

inspection

improvement

for

Members of

utility

water and sewer capital

projects.

ITEMIZED LIST OF VARIOUS WORK AND MATERIAL ITEMS
Asphalt paving

the

information and

WORKS

BERLIN WATER

proclamation to honor National Drinking Water

Week. Several
Water Commissioners

for this

report period were Riehard P.

Robert A. Delisle.

ournier.

W.

aul

Poulin and David

member

Bertrand: I'x-offlcio

Mayor

was

J.

Robert

program did not

decrease from

The running water

the previous record low year.

of the running

officially start for all

water customers.
1

answer

questions, about drinking water.

Water Works crew extended the high pressure
area from Twelfth and Sweden Streets through

35%

.9 million gallons or a

It

was a very mild

09 customers running water

efforts

made

1 ,

We

winter.

had

to prevent freezing

of water pipes starting on February
ending on April

2002 and

12,

2002. There have been significant

to continue to reduce the

number of

running water customers, of which there were

We

the winter of 2000-2001.

1

003

in

have worked on the

conversion of 138 water meters from visual read to
touch read

in

completed.
spring.

the past year; to date

W illiamson

Avenue and Pine

A new

was

flushing program

The

BWW

99-3,

The

completed.

in the fall

and

started in spring

Island Avenue.

on BWW 99-2.
BWW 00-3 were
USDA RUD project BWW 00-4

paving and punch

final

BWW

00-1

lists

and

progressed with the ongoing construction of the new

Coulombe Pond Storage Tank and 10,300
water main installations

in the

feet

of

southwestern avenues

Both of these projects were performed

of the City.

by Paragon Construction

Inc.

of Orford, NH. At the

beginning of the 2002 construction season, 2.8 miles

of 2 inch diameter water mains remained

in

the

distribution system.

2204 of 3500 are

were flushed

All hydrants

Forum Talk Show

Services participated on the local

with Superintendent Viens to provide information and

Year was 343,608.754 gallons for an average

Fiscal

Richard

well as local school children.

Skarinka from Nil Department of F.nvironmental

Berlin

Total water entering the distribution system for the

day use of

Open

to the

A.

Danderson.

only

House as

were invited

dignitaries

BWW 01-1

Water Main projects
contracts were signed

and

SFC

with

BWW 01 -2
Engineering

of 2002. The flushing order of hydrants was revised

Partnership, Inc. for replacement and improvement to

and each hydrant was measured for flow,

water mains including hydrants and appurtenances.

static

The spring flushing
2002 and was completed

pressure and residual pressure.

program began on
in

May

13,

BWW 01-1

lead and copper water sampling

revealed

that

we must

mcxlify

still

program has
our

present

Loan
by an

lead levels in the water taken at faucets having no flow

fiinds

of at

first

Please note that the

least six hours.

water leaving the Water Treatment Plant

is

free

possibly old portions of the distribution system or

will continue to

Water sampling

lines.

monitor lead

levels.

All customers

received a Lead Alert Notice with their October

water

bill.

Water quality report

2001 was distributed

2002

stuffer in the April

Water Week,

May

to all water

6 to

billing.

May

10.

for calendar year

Treatment

Facility.

bill

National Drinking

2002 was celebrated

again with an open house held at the

Ammonoosuc

Mayor Danderson signed

the

The

total

is

is

1

5,520

being funded by a

feet or

NH

2.93 miles.

State Revolving

BWW

01amount of $1,769,852.00 and
amount of $1,173,030.00 is being funded

EPA

An

grant.

was added to the

additional $60,000 in grant

BWW

1

-2

A contract applied

for February 6. 2002.

Godfrey
with

Dam

SFC

improvements contract was signed

Engineering Partnership,

construction

was

bid

Contracting Corp.

A

awarded

Inc.

to

and the
Bancroft

Bridgestone flash board system

and a Scada communication and control system

200

customers as a

awarded

of

lead and copper and that the results are attributed to

customer pipes and dead end

was

Inc.

in the

2 A in the

draw

corrosion control program to further reduce

for a period

Construction

footage for the projects

June 2002.

Our

Paragon

construction bid for both of the projects.

be installed

in

upgrade the
requirements.

the

dam
The

fall

to

of 2002.

will

This project will

compliance with

NHDLS

project will also reduce

BWW

operational cost by eliminating the need to cut ice and

plowing during the winter months.

a

The Board of Water commissioners voted

to

no

longer allow abatement for filling a

They

pool.

one of fairness as some of the well customers

is

have been paying the
billing

The

well customers in the City of Berlin.

bill to all

issue

swimming

also voted to institute a fire protection quarterly

amounts

fire

protection fee for years.

$5.00 per unit per quarter and a

to

customer charge of $2.05.

Berlin Water

the input of the Fire Department
decision to charge

The

all

Works had
making the

in

residents with wells, as all fires

CPA of Vachon,

Robert L. Vachon,

PC was
Works

financial report for period

2002.

Our FY 2003

May

Commissioners

provided $ .344,2
1

for

&

Clukay

Co.,

accepted by the Board to perform the Water

1

ending June 30,

budget, as presented to the

2002

29,

budget

for operations

hearing

and $ ,496,4
1

water bond and loan debt, and was approved

in

A

State surface water filtration grant

in the

amount of $275,388.59 was applied
for the State's share of water bond

June 2002.

payment

1

are fought with water taken from the Berlin Water

for in June

Works

debt required for the surface water treatment rule

Distribution

System by hose

to hydrant or

2002

tanker trucks.

infrastructure improvements.

At the suggestion of Berlin Water Works employees,

The

plans are underway to form a partnership between the

Grant and loan was approved by the Berlin City
Council on May 6, 2002.
Berlin Water Works

Water

Berlin

Works and

the

NH

Community

resolution to apply for a Rural

Development

May

Technical College for the use of the Androscoggin

submitted the application for $3.6 million on

Treatment Plant

2002 to Greg MacPherson of Rural Development.
The Berlin City Council, in a resolution approved

programs

facility as a training facility for the

Waste Water Treatment Technology

Water and

June

at the college.

17,

2002,

authorized the

Revolving Loan application

O

sixth

in the

NH

8,

State

amount of $2

million.

Plans are underway to study for replacement of the

Hutchins Street

May

16'

transmission

following a leak

line,

The Board also authorized the
solicitation of a proposal from York Land Services for
on

29, 2002.

Thanks to all Berlin Water Works employees. Water
Works Commissioners, the Honorable Mayor, Robert
Danderson, and the City of Berlin for their continued

a survey at the end of Lancaster Street to Mercier

support for the past year. The Berlin Water

York
Land Services is also completing a survey from
McGee Street to Cates Hill Road for a new water
main to connect the Ramsey Hill tank area to the

has

Cates Hill booster area.

KolJanJi L. Vie-n^,

Street as a possible relocation of the pipeline.

completed

and

Works

working on significant
improve our water system and
is

improvements that will

reduce our operating cost.
P.E.

Superintendent

The

closing of the pulp mill in Berlin required

changes

at the Berlin

Water Works

cost and/or increase revenues.
closing of the mill, the

BWW

some

in

order to reduce

As
work

a result of the
force has been

reduced through retirements and normal

attrition.

Also the Board of Water Commissioners approved the
charge of $30.00 for Resident Engineering Services on
the

awarded water main

employees
services

will

projects. Berlin

perform

the

whenever qualified

Water Works

resident

BWW

inspection

personnel are

available.

The

BWW

in

conjunction with the Berlin High School

new

Hill Street

station at the intersection of Second

Avenue and

Building Trades program built the

pump

Hill Street

with the cooperation of the

Development funding agency.

USDA

Rural

One of the views from
to the

the

Tondreau parking

trail

lot -

connecting Glen Avenue

photo by Hannah Taylor

The

Planning Department

Berlin

(BIDPA) purchased

Authority

2002 brought a renewed sense of
The
investment and development in our City.
has

been

part

of many

exciting projects undertaken in the past year.

They

have formed partnerships with many agencies and
this

is

Industrial

Park and welcomed a new business to

Hexaport North

BIDPA

from

manufacture
development

the

to

continue expanding

in

planning for our future.

was chosen as one of three communities to
be part of a design charrette that focused on Glen
Avenue. As a gateway into our community in need
of rehabilitation. Glen Avenue was the center of a
weekend of ideas, designs, and discussion. A series
of options was presented and given to the City to
results

continues to

and commercial

The board has
City.
new members and is eager to

its

role in the region.

The planning department has been able to partner
in many other projects this year that has been ver>
pro-active in planning for the

Berlin

for rehabilitation

industrial

to think differently

about Berlin and to take a new approach

work with

leasing the building

BIDPA

framing.

work hard to attract both
successfully recruited

and locally have forced us

is

and employs twelve people; the>
steel

a promising step forward in the revitalization

of our City. The events of the past year nationally

Park

a building in the

the area.

Fiscal year

planning department

Development and

Industrial

of the avenue.

of the Charrette were positive and

The

will

improvements,

transportation

fiiture.

downtown

involving

projects

There are

revitalization,

of

rehabilitation

housing, and the creation of a riverwalk. These are

Any

just a

few of the projects on the horizon.

citizen

wishing to participate can come forward to

many boards

volunteer for one of the

community. The Planning Department

be
the Planning Board,

is

the

in

home

to

Zoning Board of Adjustment,

and the Berlin Industrial Development and Park
Authority.

involvement

three boards encourage citi/en

All

and

welcome

the

community

to

participate or observe during their meetings.

Without the dedication of the individuals

who serve

on these boards, the department could not function.

Many hard-working members of your community
spend hours helping to make Berlin
City

still

has

much work

individuals for their

expanded

upon with the application of a
Communit) Development Block Grant next year.
The Berlin Housing Authority is partnering with

the next year

do and thanks these

how we move

community and

the region.

Respectfully submitted.
project.

Enhancement Program grant

Avenue.

This

grant gives the City eighty percent of the project
costs

needed

for

the

installation

sidewalks with granite curbing.

new ones

who

will

make

it

safer for

use the sidewalks every day.

Zoning Officer: Ron Baillargeon

of concrete

Planning Board Chair:

The

ZBA

present

sidewalks are far beyond their useful life-span and
the

City Planner

that will allow for

Hillside

all

pedestrians

on, the

planning department looks forward to working with

has brought a great deal of enthusiasm to the

new sidewalks on upper

for

brighter and though the events of

and

The City successfiilly applied for a Transportation

The

commitment. The outlook

the past year play a role in

the
the planning department on this undertaking

is

to

better.

Chair:

BIDPA

Chair:

Lucien Langlois

Ronald Cote
Richard Huot

Berlin Housing Authority
FY

In

2002

Housing

Berlin

Authority,

Community

partnership with Tri County

in

Action,

completed a major window conversion for all
residential buildings. This will result in ease of use
and an increase in tenant comfort.

The 2002 Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) was
$10,616.52. The Housing Authority has funded its
PILT for 30 years and encourages other nonprofits
to

do the same.

The Authority was one of the

first

contributors to

Cote Block Housing Study. This $10,000
donation authorized by the Commissioners was
freely given and requires no payback.
the

BHA completed the weatherization of 3
buildings.

Four more

residential

slated for completion in the

CAP

provided

residential

buildings are

new FY.

Tri County

critical technical assistance, testing

and remediation. Energy conservation remains a
high priority. A grant from PSNH enabled BHA to
change out 80 fluorescent lights to more efficient
fixtures.

A strategic alliance between the City Planner and
BHA has resulted in a joint effort to rehabilitate
of Glen Avenue. The Neighborhood
Reinvestment group spearheaded the selection and
the first target area. Chair David Morin continues
guide
the
group from conception to
to
part

implementation.

Berlin Housing Authority performed
inspections

in

Berlin

the

412 housing

BHA

area.

surveys

approximately

9% of the City's housing stock on a

regular

applying

basis

HUD

Housing Quality

Standards.

Regis has begun a quarter of a million dollar
upgrade. PSNH provided financial incentive to
purchase an evaporative cooler with built in energy
St.

efficiency measures. St Regis'

operate at close to

1

00%

42

units continue to

lease-up.

BHA benefits from a caring and astute Board of
Commissioners. Vhe Chair has been with the group
since 1963 and provides invaluable perspective
while applying this knowledge to recent events.
Commissioner expertise includes real estate,
economic development, community service and a
program consumer.

Assets

Community Services

emergency

Division

blic health services
and home health visiting

berlin

pi

members of

Police and Fire department

committee were instrumental

the

insuring the

in

community involvement with the hazard and security
issues on site. The actions of September
brought
all public health services and emergency management
services to a quick awakening that we are living in a
1

NIRSING

new world

filled

with

new and

1

unpredictable dangers

Terrorism, biological and chemical weapons were at
the fore for days and weeks following the
in

New York The Health

initial

attack

Department, the Emergency

Management Committee and other local providers
at the Berlin Emergency Medical Service

such

(ambulance services) and the Androscoggin Valley

The past

Hospital worked comprehensively as a committee to
work through these challenging days to insure
community preparedness

year for the Berhn Pubhc Health and

fiscal

Visiting Nursing

program of the City of Berlin was

one of challenge, change, and successes. In a world
filled

with challaige and change, both on a local level

and a global

level, this

The

department faced a number of

Berlin Public Health department offered service

to citizens in dealing with a

challenges and succeeded

summer and

Through the

late

of the

paper mill put

early
all

fell,

the closure

the department include foster care homes, day care

player,

programs, animal complaints, sanitation complaints,

the health department provided support to a vanety

of people,

other

workers, and others

in

the

community whose

changed after our major employer closed
department was involved

in

and a variety of pubhc restaurant and business

unemployed

departments,

city

inspections.

lives

The

Our

recruitment of donations

own

our

as

financial condition remained intact to allow

'*'

1

1

act

of September the world changed with a
of

violence

humanity

against

walk

assisted

and

in

the 50's, at the

public

and

nationally, regionally,

and

blood pressure
immunizations,

and preventive health

some of these options are

fee based, a

patients

The

Supervisor,

clinic,

from

m

a

community
II

providing a wide vanety

community

Benefitting

procedures

testing

in

the

able to offer monthly on site cholesterol

monitonng

provision

community

to our citizen

and blood sugar testmg. By assistmg citizens

department

matenal emergencies or other adverse actions on the

is

in

clinics to the

advancements

department
testing

Although

under the direction of the Nursing

very active

is

of preventative

The Emergency Management Committee, under the
direction of the Health Officer, was very active in
this year
Of great interest and efiFort was the
committees work to insure that the closure of the
mill would not result in any unforeseen hazardous
in

services,

wide vanety of

no expense

services were provided at

locally.

property that would result

Walmart.

administration,

following communicable disease issues

management

emergency

at

public health nurses

children's health issues and school re-admission issues

many things about our current system

health

education

health

offices,

customers with

drug

monitoring,

when terrorist acted at the World Trade
The world of public health and emergency

event taught us

mill

in

Holiday Center, and to monthly clinics

management faced one of its most dynamic times in
recent history The trauma and shock of this horrible
of

Dnve

Senior Health Fair, the

sensibility

Center

management

these testing programs to the public at the Berlin

At our Main Street

brutal

active throughout

screenings to the community, our clinic staff brought

services

the

was very

an effort to provide free or low cost

In

health education, information, and health

problem solving to insure that

us the ability to continue to provide our primary

On

public health clmic

the year

and contributions to support the health needs of the

community as well

Typical inspections provided by

citizen complaints

of us under great

Working as a team

pressure and challenge

The inspection division of
was kept very busy with a vanety of

health and safety concerns.
the department

local

wide vanety of public

is

of

chronic

playing

health
a

preventative

conditions,

supportive
health

role

care

in

to

the
the
the

Ildtiic health services to

home

bounci patients has

heen a liaNniark ot the Beihn lleahh depaittiient lor

many

With the ever

years.

rising cost

of health care

and hospital services, the trend towards patients
needing

home

care

is

always on the

The

rise.

services can consist of skilled nursing care, specialty

therapy care,
all

home

health aides, or hospice service

provided by the Berlin Health Department and

billable

-

all

by our office to your insurance carrier. Once

again, as has been the case in recent years, the

nursing and billing staff went through extensive
training to master the

home

new Medicare

guidelines.

The

health service provides services under private

pay, private insurances. Medicare, and Medicaid.

With continuing success, the
stabilize our patient count
to

insure a healthy

staff has been able to

and reimbursement

future

for

levels

the visiting nurse

component of this department.
F.ven in challenging times of local and global crisis,

the Berlin

Health Department and

Home

Health

Nursing Program continue to provide important
services to the community.

With the ever changing

face of health care and global security, the service

areas of home health care, public health services, and

emergency management

will continue to

be a growing

and dynamic part of this important municipal
Respectfully Submitted,

Lnmn

Let

I'li/rr

Community

Services Director

Immunizations and Tests

service.

more than once during

Community Services Division
Welfare Department

such time as they

Department also makes

1

1 ,

200

when the economy slowed

1 ,

even

greater

closing of the Mills, decrease

and lagging economy,

With the

in tourists,

mild winter

became an even

it

2001,

$IQ,688

fiscal year, July

had

been

2000

I,

In this fiscal year, July

30, 2002. the

to June 30.

expended

amount increased

1,

Direct

in

2001 to June

to $27,87P

The
local

New Hampshire

mandates that

agencies and the local Department of Health and

State of

such

the

in

State

must have

local

Human

as

food,

shelter,

and other necessary

medication,

by Federal,

heat,

financial crisis

If there are

utilities

Thankfiilly,

eligible

from these

assistance

many

caring individuals and

order to help the City during

In

Administrator for six weeks
the

our area through food

in

The Department does

this

best to

its

its

financial

cnsis, the City contracted the services of the Welfare

companies also came forward and offered much
needed aid to families

keeping the amount

in

work with these agencies to help qualified individuals
become accepted on any program for which they are

State, or local

seek

also

applicants

Services office helped

of Direct Assistance from sky rocketing during

agencies that can assist, then the Department requires

sources

pnor

Department's good relationship with other

other programs offered

that

In the

Assistance

greater

welfare to assist with basic needs to include those

electricity

temi

long

family's basic

each municipality

things

and

that

many people to meet their

The

needs

referrals to

to apply again for assistance with this department

financial

burden than they had shouldered before

struggle for

The

programs

of Berlin, though shocked and

expenenced an

gneving,

until

requirements

the

counseling that should alleviate the need for families

because of the aftereffeas of the tragic events of that
day, the people

six-month penod, and

workshops

educational

offer

After September

a

fulfill

in

March and

April to

Town of Conway on Tuesdays and Thursdays

This required creative planning, organization and

donations, Thaiiksgiving baskets, Christmas baskets

great time

and presents, financial assistance with medical needs

Office, as well as support and initiative intemally, in

The City Welfare

and other basic needs.

office

is

management on

who helped

administer and

recovertJ

$Q,662.76

distribute these donations

and

However, there

programs

and

are

many who were

by the City with their
issued in the form of a

assisted

Assistance

basic needs

is

voucher as per the guidelines

At no time

Council and State mandate

is

individuals

Conway

to all the individuals
office for

us over the

required to complete an application

populations

process that includes required proof of income,
assets,

and
she

and basic needs, etc

tlie
IS

individual

is

If assistance is

the recipient of the type and
tJiey qualify for,

and along

witli a First

in

what

is

these requirements are not met or

does not complete the
individual

is

The City of Berlin

the individual

receiving

with

we wish

to

Work Program

for

13

"Never Forget'

received during

its

Forget" the tragic events that changed us

forever

Administrator of Welfare

assistance for seven days, fourteen days if suspended

will

"Never

Respectfully Submitted by:

ftirther

it

financial hardship just as the Nation will

If

hours, then the

from

Furthermore,

the support and assistance

Notice as

if

suspended

serve

required of

Work Program

who worked

year to meet the needs of the

accept workers on the City

department

informs

order to receive continued assistance

thanks

their continued support and cooperation with this

amount of assistance

required by the State, tells them

them

who

Work Program

A Notice of Decision

and agencies

last fiscal

we

like to offer

extend our appreciation to those agaicies and offices

granted

physically able to work, he or

scheduled to work on the City's

and to do a job search

the

for the contracted services

The Welfare Department would

Hach person who contacts the City Welfare
is

who reimbursed

cash

assistance ever granted

assistance

work The Department
from Federal and State

department upon becoming more secure financially,
in conjunction with the amount received from

by City

forth

set

Welfare

order for the situation to

grateful to those agencies

fiinds

the part of the

all

The following are

statistics

gathered for the July

2001 to June 30, 2002-fiscal year:

Activities

466 books were read during

Community Services Division
Library Department

program.

Berlin

Library

stalT

X

/^ the City

y^

>

attended

Public

Kordas:

Romer Rhythm

stood,

"Ocho's

Ocean

presented

at the Berlin

unbelievable
events of September
11'' unfolded.
The
financial

A

100

Diane

the

Puppets Program.

was

which

Adventure."

City Hall Auditorium,
all.

of

turmoil

due to the closing of

presented, in

the paper mill brought

called

NH

Humanities Council

"What

fall

2001. a three part series

New

is

Hampshire Reading?"

which was well received.

There was an increase

library.

grant through the

made it possible to present two lecture series.
The Berlin Public Library in conjunction with
the
NH Community Technical College

we

use of computers for job searches. College

on career changes came to
do research, study and work on

In the spring 2002.

"A
Raymond Chandler &

presented a three part series called.

Knight for Dark Days:

students working
the library to

enjoyed

&

and was well received by

and world as

the surrounding area

in

and

at least

the

-^^

changes to the

off the reading program

people

along with the rest of

^^^
^k

average of 53 readers attended

each week with seven volunteers helping out.

To cap
The

An

the six-week

The

His Detective Philip Marlowe."

NHHC

continues to provide fiinding for the series

computers.

with in-kind participation by the librarians.

The

library

saw budget cuts along with the rest

of the City; fortunately

money

foundation
funds.

Continuing to serve the community, the Berlin

secure

Public Library has adapted to the changes

help supplement our

to

the City and will continue to

Formerly fiinded projects were put on

The

hold.

we were able to

library staff

fiiture to

continued to work on

inventory for fijture automation.

now has a reading comer due to

The

that are

library

as

Head

Even

Yvonne Thomas retired

Head

retiring.

Yvonne continued

volunteer her time during the tough economic
limes.

much

in

the community.

Her hard work and dedication

is

Librarian

^

to

BERLIN

'0^%' NEW HAMPSHIRE

very

^a^Q-y
^^

n

« l(vi*ng

nc

ittf icb

g
^

corwr»W»

—

appreciated.
hMiitgt. pro(»ctng

Due

to the

economic woes of

children's department qualified

the

<>*#«.

for a grant

4^;4_

The 2001 CHILIS
Summer Reading Program presented the
theme, "Octipi Your Mind... Read." A total of
in

o-i»

Berlin, the

donated books worth $1,200 to benefit the
children

rMO^rcn fXT«Br^

:e#-«n*3t ind «rpfc»r*3 the

from the Children's Literacy foundation which

area.

www.ci.berlin.nh.us

15

the

provide the resources and services

needed

Respectfiilly Submitted,

Librarian of the Berlin Public Library.

after

in

the generosity

of a patron. The spring also brought another
change to the library'.
After 28 years of
uninterrupted service.

do so

in

Library

Statistics

2001- 2002

Community Services

This meant that major cost savings would need to be
sought to insure that our programs would provide for

Division

berlin rec reation & parks

citizens.

department

In an effort to assist
department maximized

During the past
the

Berlin

fiscal

year

Recreation

&

Parks Department provided
a

wide

variety

of

recreational services to the

community.

Part of the City's

Division, the Recreation

&

Community

Services

Parks Department offered

recreation and parks programs to children and adults,
assisted in

community

projects and special events, and

supported a variety of municipal and private activities
and organizations in promotion of leisure services in
the

community.

Always

a challenging endeavor to

provide quality recreational services to the community

on a "shoe string" budget, this past year was no
exception. With the closing of the local mill in late
summer, the financial impact to citizens and municipal
departments was felt by the Recreation & Parks
Department. In the mid fall the department, along
with other municipal services, took an 8% reduction in
funds for the program year in progress.

the

donations and volunteer

hours to programs that
were staffed programs, donating
supplies and equipment to programs, and generaliv
their

donating

time

traditionally

offering support as

available.

The

enthusiastic

response the department received from contributors
was gratifying. No major reduction of service was

implemented

and

through

monitoring and creative

expenditure

careful

solutions

to

limitations,

services remain strong and steady.

Departmental
staff were steadfast in their service and responsible
utilization of municipal funds to achieve our
departmental goals.

The department
leisure needs

looks to continue to provide for the

of the community

Respectfully Submitted.

T

Services Director

BERLIN RECREATION AND PARKS
SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS
Program

crisis,

this

services available. Citizens were very generous with

Community

SUMMER

funding

in
all

into the future.

Program

BERLIN PUBLIC SCHOOLS - SAU

3

3.

Establishing high-quality learning environments,

VISION STATE!v^E^^^

4.

Ciraduates ot the Berlin Public

5.

To
To

including improved

«

J

Schools will be active, life-long

who

learners

constructively

economic educational, and

cultural

the

civic,

growth of

their

1.

improve our {Professional

2001-2002

some of our
Wide Improvement Goals continue to

Despite severe budget
District

reductions,

progress.
2.

MISSION STATEMENT

clearly

meaningful

defined,

and

Many grants were obtained due to the generosity of
many people and organizations. As a result much
needed educational materials were secured.

Berlin Public Schools are committed to the belief that

students must be given appropriate opportunities to

achieve

to

DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS FOR

communities.

all

revise and continue
Development Plan.

participate

in

continually changing, information based, local and global

The

facilities.

assure the health and safety of Berlin children.

3.

Extra curricular

activities

continued and

in

some

areas extraordinary results were achieved.

rigorous

outlined in the Nev\ Hampshire Curriculum Frameworks.

During a difficult year to SAU 3, employees united
and concentrated on providing the best possible

We further believv that the learner is the focus of all of our

education for our students.

standards which include, but are not limited to those

efforts

and

programs will be
what each learner knows and is

4.

that the evolution of our

guided by data that

reflect

some of the accomplishments of each

Listed are

school.

able to do.

Berlin Senior High School

Each of the programs in the Berlin Public Schools will
emphasize deptn of understanding and the active
participation of students in the learning process. We will

1.

Berlin

High

School's

and

students

staff

demonstrated diverse talents and met established
goals during this very difficult year.
crisis limited resources

capitalize on the p< ver of technology as a motivational

information source and as a problem-solving tool by

for

integrating appropriate technologies within each

and

program

our young people.
their

teachers

The

financial

and learning opportunities
However, our young people

dedicated

their

maximize learning

and

efforts

area.

expertise to

person.

The

loss

Our

upon the

city

and the closing of the paper mills

vision cannot be attained if the Berlin Public Schools

must

We

ten

and our students are part of a larger
learning community. Parents and the community at large
must share in the responsibility to educate our youth. The
community must provide the resources necessary to
act alone.

Community members can

best

member

of the local and global communities

is

of the property tax base

impacted

directly

approximately 600 students

in

of

147

for

our

grades 9-12 and one

in Berlin.

The support of

the residents and businesses, the professionalism of
the staff and initiative and effort of our students

sustained learning.
2.

help students see that the process of becom ing a competent

continuous progress that

28%

of every four households

support the schools and must also help students value
learning in all its contexts - within school and outside the
formal educational setting.

months

of

each young

for

A member of the Class of 2002 earned distinction as
a National Merit Scholar.
A sophomore and a
senior gained national recognition for their scores in

one of

the

lasts a lifetime.

American

High

Examination. Students

in

School

Mathematics

Welding Technology and

again revised and major improvement goals established.

Family Career and Community Leaders of America
finished first in state competition and attended

DISTRICT WIDE IMPROVEMENT GOALS

respectively. Musicians, singers

The

District IJucational

Improvement Plan (DRIP) was

national events in Kansas City and Minneapolis,

1.

Implementation

of

curriculum frameworks
the

academic

standards

in all subject areas,

and

including

New Hampshire Curriculum Frameworks and the

development of best practices

for

instruction

and

2.

Using technology as an educational

3.

tool to

improve

student learning.

artists

everyone

in the

community with
Our students

aside their worries.

the chance to set

tutored peers

girls in all

our

.,i..t

(..ilur

schools.
Athletes performed and fans tilled the
gymnasiums, arenas and fields. A member of the
Class of 2002 finished first in the Class track meet.
1

19

received

Co-curricular activities offered our students and

mentored younger boys and

assessment of student performance.

and

recognition within our state and within the region.

4.

One hundred two members of
graduated on June

women and men
institutions

14,

2002.

curriculum.

Sixty-seven young

assistance of the Hillside Literacy

in

writing

activities.

2001

1,

School

the building

became the

also

A new

New

textbooks were purchased

Internet. All classroom

for

& Technology),

centered

approach

that

actively

and learning. The
was encouraged to network within
departments and within interdisciplinary teams.
Managem«it: On July 1, 2001 the building principal
of Hillside School also became the principal at Berlin
Junior High School. A new assistant principal
assumed the position at both facilities (Approved by

Brown/Bartlett Schools
1

2.

5,

6)

3.

Emphasis was

BJHS and

words

and benchmark

and Brown Schools are recipients of the
Achievement Award for exemplary

After school program called "Amigos" paired 45

for after school activities.

Marston School
The Kindergarten teachers
1.

the Hillside team

participated with the

mathematics teachers on a district- wide alignment of

level.

the
2.

All computers are lined to the

math curriculum.

Kindergarten teachers worked cooperatively with a

number of community and

civic organizations to

distribute donated items to families affected

network- integrated machines and our library houses
efficient transfer

Bartlett

meet weekly

Each classroom has at least one
network-integrated computer workstation with access
to the Internet. The main computer lab houses 21

network allowing

core

elementary students with high school students to

Technology:

another 10.

common

school volunteerism.
4.

placed on referencing the

proficiencies for each grade

12

Blue Ribbon

and Berlin Junior High School (grades 7 & 8) in
science, language arts, mathematics and social
studies. The content and focus was driven by the
department chairs from

K-

assessments.

to begin a

dialogue between the Hillside School (grades 4,

to provide

were developed to
continuity. Grade
what students are
know
and
students
measure what
each
grade.
the
end
of
able to do at
Reading and writing procedures and practices were
formalized to include guided reading, use of running
records,

the Berlin Board of Education at their meeting

was made

Math curriculum was streamlined
level exit tests

faculty

effort

computers are also linked to

information between individuals, classrooms, and

early adolescent development

concerted

of

schools.

engages the students in the teaching/learning process.
The texts were grounded in a solid understanding of

A

minimum

the district network, allowing efficient transfer of

Mathematics (Algebra I - McDougal Littell) and
Social Studies (The American Joumey-Glencoe
McGraw Hill). These texts promoted a more inquirystudent

All classrooms have a

Technology:

three computer workstations that have access to the

Science (Earth Science -Holt, Science

3.

July

of Hillside

meeting 5/24/01).

Curriculum:

leaders.

continued

assistant principal

Berlin Junior High School

5/24/01).

the

was named at both facilities.
(Approved by the Berlin Board of Education at their

Berlin High

3.

2.

faculty

principal of the Berlin Junior High School.

our school.

based,

On

Management:
principal

School staff and students appreciate the support for

1.

with

facilitated

emphasis continued on

The

instruction.

Team,

introduce the "four square" process for writing.
2.

funds to sustain opportunities within the

classrooms and co-curricular

In addition,

specialist

promoting pre- writing graphic organizers and

the military services

and started their careers in business and industry.
Throughout the schotil year, residents and businesses
supported the school and students in all grades. They
raised

this endeavor.

matriculated at two and four year

of higher education as the 2002-2003 year

Classmates enlisted

begins.

Our Reading

the Class of 2002

by the

financial crisis of the city.

district

of information

3.

The school has an

active role on the district's

professional development planning committee in

between individuals, classro(»ns, and schools.

planning appropriate workshops in early childhood.

Submitted By:
/?

Hillside School:
1.

Curriculum:

The

Hillside

facult>

embraced the

tenants of Literature Circles and Readers Theater to

improve

/}/Mce MacfCodf,

Superintendent of Schools

reading

comprehension

across

the
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BERLIN POLICE DEPARTMENT
The mission of
Police

the

Department

law enforcement

designed to protect
property,

to

is

community-

provide
oriented

Berhn

and

life

and

maintain

have applied for and received from a number of

The grants

sources.

patrol and
check points,

increased

for

D.W.I,

include

visibility

sobriety

D.W.I, patrols, bicycle patrols, and seatbelt patrols.

Law Enforcement Block Grants

order, while assuring fair

Local

and equal treatment for all
and continually enhancing
the training and expertise
of each member of the

include fiinds for the purchase of ballistic vests, radar

for

equipment

and other technology-related items.
Without these financial resources, our task would be

equipment,

much more

difificuh,

and our

ability to serve

would

be severely hampered.

police force.

The

Our enforcement and officer safety have been
augmented by a number of special grants that we

In an effort to regionalize dispatch services in the
Androscoggin Valley, the Berlin Police Department

of the City has placed a great
strain on our ability to carry out our mission. During
the past fiscal year, we cut our auxiliary force and
school crossing guards, as the result of an 8%
emergency budget reduction. Through the efforts of

grant, with that specific goal in mind.

police administration, the leadership and guidance of

received final approval and are looking forward to

Commission, and the assistance of elected
officials in Concord and Washington, D.C., we have
managed to stay on course, to accomplish our stated

the past year,

mission.

to

financial plight

the Police

has reached out to the federal government and
recently submitted an application for a

working with

all

communities

we

$500,000

We have just

in this valley.

During

also received a C.J.I.S. grant,

administered by the N.H. State Police and available

departments throughout the State. This $73,000

grant enabled us to purchase mobile radios for each

The Department .obtained C.O.P.S. grants for three
officers, each fbnded at 90%. We previously had one
position funded at 75%.
Through an additional

we were able to obtain 00% funding
School Resource Officer (SRO) in the Berlin
Middle School. This enhances our commitment to

C.O.P.S. grant,

1

for a

community-oriented policing, working more closely
with the school, students, and parents. This comes at
a critical time, with calls for service having increased
1

8% during the past year and the population we serve

becoming more

diverse.

and eleven portable radios, all with digital
communicate with
other agencies and departments. Additionally, we
received new transmission equipment designed to
cruiser

capability. This will enable us to

work

conjunction

in

with

which gives
communications system.
equipment,

us

the

aforementioned

a

state-of-the-art

In the spring of 2002, we held the "Call to Duty
Memorial Ball," our first ball in over twenty years.
It was a rousing success, the benefits of which will be

used to construct a memorial to officers
Training and enhancement of our resources must
increase with this diversity. While the State of New

Hampshire requires each
training each year,

surpass

of
Berlin Police Department

officer receive eight hours

we at the

number, recognizing that increased
and specialization of training make our
Department better able to respond to those in need of

who have

died in the line of duty. This will serve as permanent

reminder of the sacrifices and dangers faced by those

who

put on their uniform each and every day, in the

service of their community.

that

training

our services.

We have received equipment that allows

us to fingerprint those

have the fingerprints

who have been

arrested

past year has been a challenge, and we have
responded to the challenge with a tenacious
approach, searching for funding and determined not

The

to stray

and

from our mission.

challenges.

digitally transmitted to the F.B.I.

Our

We

have met those
all such

resolve to meet any and

challenges remains strong. These efforts will enable

Additionally, this equipment allows us to digitally

us to remain progressive and allow us to carry out

photograph each arrestee, and have the photo image
digitally sent to and stored in our information
management system.
Digital photos related to
incidents and arrests are now able to be stored with
each corresponding case.

our mission for the safety and security of the citizens

we

21

serve.

STATISTICS

July 2001 -June 2002

Total calls for service: 18,913.

Total offenses committed:

1473; of those 98 were felonies, 264 involved weapons; 266

99 involved
domestic violence; 115 involved juveniles; and 78 were
Total arrests: 811; of those,

protective custodies.

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
ARSON
BAD CHECKS

SHOPLIFTING
SIMPLE ASSAULT

22

STOLEN PROPERTY OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
TRESPASSING
WEAPONS LAW VIOLATIONS

23
13

201
19

WELFARE FRAUD
ALL OTHER CRIMES

7

DRUNK/DISORDERLY CUSTODY
DUI ARRESTS

93

RUNAWAY

3

20

DRUG OFFENSES

INTIMIDA nON

ROBBERY

11

BURGLARY/BREAKING & ENTERING
COUNTERFEITING/FORGERY
CREDIT CARD/ATM
DESTRUCTION/DAMAGE/VANDALISM
DISORDERLY CONDUCT

36

KIDNAPPING/ABDUCTION
LARCENY/THEFT
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS
MV THEFT
PORNCXjRAPHY

involved alcohol; 130 involved domestic violence, and 29
involved drugs.

ASSAULT/INCEST/STATUTORY RAPE
IMPERSONATION

15

42

EMBEZZLEMENT

Respectfully submitted,

1

FALSE PRETENSES/SWINDLE
FAMILY OFFENSES
FORCIBLE FONDLING/FORCIBLE RAPE/SEXUAL

19

Alcvn'Tcwdif

13

Chief of Police

GOAL:
$30,000

CURRENT:
$27,500

* *
^
• • • • -f^
• • -^ ---—

© Brodin Studios,

Inc. Litchfield,

22

MN;

All Rights Reserved

1

4
105

42
9
1

2

54
17

226
6
188

26
3
I
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BFD

Fire Department

The

Berlin Fire Department continues to provide

outstanding

services

the

to

citizens

The challenges of

community.

of our

Fire Protection,
incidents

and

Response to Terrorism has been faced by the

entire

Hazardous

Materials

community. As a

Interest

result,

we have a

for

emergencies

system

response

by

related

community

citizens in

of

education

prevention

highly efficient

occur.

that

safety, fire safety

our

and

children,

dedication of the Berlin firefighters in delivering

emergency services,

all

go hand

hand

in

our community an outstanding place to

In

2001,

year

fiscal

our

in

making

live.

survived

City

the

devastating effects of the closing of Pulp and Paper

We

of America.
of the

rest

pulled together

how

State

strong

and showed the

we

as

are

a

Then on September 11, 2001, our
great nation showed the rest of the world how
strong we are as a nation when the twin towers
community.

watched as

On that September day, the world
New York Firefighters entered the

structurally

compromised burning twin towers.

were attacked.

This selfless act saved an estimated 25,0000
people.
that

We all

remember what we were doing on

day as we stared with disbelief
police

civilians,

officers

EMS

at the loss

workers,

of

and

firefighters.

In fiscal

year 2001, the Berlin Fire Department

new

chief to lead them

firefighter,

after passing the

hired Randall Trull as

One

into action.

promotional
Lieutenant.

its

procedures,

As always

continues to provide

was

promoted

the Fire Prevention

its

to

Bureau

excellent services to the

community through public education programs
throughout the City,

and health care
the

start",

in local

facilities.

businesses, schools

The continued training of

as well as their dedication on duty insure

a well prepared and professional fire department

committed

to

customer service.

Calls for

FY 02

had to do to hold the "bottom

Our

for the fijture.
in fact

30'^

our

fuel sales did

better that

The

Berlin

2001 by nearly 3000
Municipal

continues to work to improve

We

bounce back,

quarter which ended on June

last

2002 was

gallons.

and work

line"

Airport

"OUR" airport.

have two projects for the year 2002. One

runway end indicator lights on
the 36 end of the runway. The other project is
to
replace 6 hazard beacon lights that are
located on hiUtops surrounding the airport.
Once these projects are complete, we will have
is

The year 2001 indeed
never forget.

Of all the

States, aviation

was

will

we

be one

received well over a million dollars in federal

will

grant monies during the last five years.

industries in the United

hit

to replace the

Not only

the hardest.

the big carriers in metropolitan areas but small

With the help of many, the Berlin Municipal

operations like the Berlin Municipal Airport

Airport continues to provide

were
busy

affected.

we

sales.

are at

Our

The best way to gauge how
the BerHn Airport is with fliel

fuel sales for the fiscal year

down from

to

transportation link to

2001

brought to a stand

rate service
is

a

vital

New Hampshire's North

Country.

first two
During a
December
3V\
quarters which end
period in September, general aviation was

were

first

community and

the aviation

the year 2000's

still

Airport

Manager

and remained that way

for weeks.

Directions to BeHin
From New York CItv B Connecticut
e

Interstate 95 to New Haven, then north
on Interstate 91 to XA^oodsville, NH
(exit 17), continuing via Route 302 to
Littleton, NH and Route 116 to Jefforsor
NH. then east on Rout© 2 to Gorham

During the months that followed September,
the Airport

Manager attended several meetings

home and how to
Everyone was on edge and

that addressed terrorism at

deal with

it.

looking for answers to questions like

we

then north on Route 16 (370 mi)
Fronrt

how do

deal with a nation wide problem of making

airports safer?

people to

fly

How do we

get the

Americem

From Boston:
Route 95 to Portsmouth, NH,
16
to Berlin
then Route

"Alternate Route

again?

From Portland

was going on around us and
being exposed to it every day on television, we
While

Boston

North on Interstate 93 past Franconia
Notch, NH to exit 35, follow Route 3 to
Twin Mountain, NH and Route 115 to
Jefferson, NH, then Route 2 East to
Gorham, then north on Route 16

all this

Maine Turnpike north to Exit 11, onto
Route 26 Bethel Mo, continuing on
Route 2 west to Gorham, then Route
16 to Berlin

own problems to deal with here at
home with PPA closing its doors. Again more
had our

From Montreal

East on Autoroute 10 to Magog, Route
55 south to US Border, continue south
on Route 91 to St. Johnsbury, VT and
east on Route 2 to Gorham, then Rt, 16

meetings, but this time on ways to cut our

budgets within the City of Berlin.

to Berlin

From the North
1

Berlin,

we pushed forward and

did

gc

West

Interstate 91 to St. Johnsbury to Route
2 east to Gorham, then Route 16 North
to Berlin

can say with pride that within the City of

what we
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
After several years of inactivity

in

FINANCE/COLLECTIONS
The Finance Department is responsible for the
City of Berlin's financial record keeping and

the field of

economic development and as a result of hiring
apart time Economic Development Director, the
City did see a considerable amount of business
activity during

reporting.

A

the

the

year,

City's

efforts

2002

were

coordinated with State recruiting strategies and
the community was visited by executives from
several companies.
development efforts

The

City's

economic

C. of Manchester.
ended June 30,

audit.

The Finance Department

also serves as the

Human Resource

and Benefits Administrator
for the City's 150 employees.

The Finance Department has a

staff of five

fiill-

time employees:

Anita Valliere. Assistant
Comptroller/Tax Collector; Elaine Tremblay Senior Collection Clerk; Lucille Lavoie Accounts Payable Clerk; JoAnn Therriault Payroll
Clerk;
and Sandra Foumier Collections Clerk.

This seamless approach
ability to

Respectflilly submitted.

negotiate with

wide menu of services and

cJOlandine QJnatlow

opportunities ranging from seeking grants, to

BIDPA owned

Co., P.

the fiscal year

Department
4,435 real estate tax bills (in May and
again in December). 3.402 sewer bills, and
10.839 motor vehicle registrations.
The
Department takes in revenues for these items as
well as for dog licenses, hunting and fishing
licenses, and other City department revenues.

The Economic Development Director continues
to work very closely with the Berlin Industrial
Development and Park Authority (BIDPA)
giving that department some very important staff
allows the City the

included with this report.

issued

Both of these companies are involved in the
manufacturing industry and turn out products
not related to the paper industry. This is an
important fact to take into account as we
attempt to diversify the economic base of the
region. These two businesses have hired local
residents who in some instances were former
employees of the paper mill.

time and expertise.

is

In fiscal year 2002, the Finance

have started to pay
dividends with the arrival of two new companies
to the Maynesboro Industrial Park

prosp>ects using a

&

Vachon, Clukay

2002.

NH, conducted
During

copy of the City's audited

financial statements

real estate, to assistance

Comptroller/Tax Collector

with

permitting.

During the coming year, it is expected that our
overall economic condition will continue to
improve with the start up of the pulp mill and the
fxjssible expansion by other existing companies.

The City

will also

continue to work closely with
new companies while we

the State at attracting

and existing
backbone of our

offer assistance to entrepreneurs

companies who
economic base.

are

the

Economic Development Director
After 42 years of service to the

C"it\ of Berlin, Alinc Boucher (standing)
hands over the position of I'inancc Director to Blandinc Shallow
Photo courtesy of The Berlin Reporter
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Accountants

Certified Public

INDEPENDENT Al DITOR'S REPORT

To

the Honorable

City of Berlin,

We
New

Mayor, City Council and Manager

New Hampshire

have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the City of Berlin,

Hampshire as of and

for the year then

ended June 30, 2002, as

listed in the table

general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the City of Berlin,

management. Our responsibility
based on our audit.

We
States of

conducted our audit

to express an opinion

is

of contents. These

New

accordance with auditing standards generally accepted

in

America and the standards applicable

Hampshire's

on these general purpose financial statements

to financial audits

contained

in

United

in the

Government Auditing

Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that

we

plan

and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement.

supporting the amounts and disclosures

in

An

audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence

An

the general purpose financial statements.

includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

audit also

made by management,

as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement presentation.

We

as well

believe that our audit

provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

As more

Note

above do
not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
fully described in

America. The amount
In

that

1,

the general purpose financial statements referred to

should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group

is

not known.

our opinion, except for the effects on the general purpose financial statements of the omission

described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements refeiTcd to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position

2002, and the results of
trust

its

of the City of Berlin,

operations and cash flows of

funds for the year then ended

in

its

New

Hampshire

as of June 30,

proprietary fund types and non-expendable

conformity with accounting principles generally accepted

in the

United States of America.

In

accordance with Government Auditing Standards,

we have

also issued our report dated

2002 on our consideration of the City of Berlin, New Hampshire's internal control over
and our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts
and grants. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and should be read in conjunction with this report in considering the results of our audit.

December

4,

financial reporting

27

Our

audit

was performed

statements of the City of Berlin,
listed as

schedules

in the table

of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
Hampshire taken as a whole. The combining financial statements

for the purpose

New

of contents arc presented

for

purposes of additional analysis and are not

required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Berlin,

New

Hampshire.

a

The

accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards is presented for purposes of additional
analysis as required by US Office of Management and Budget Circular A- 133, Audits of States, Local
Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and
Such information has been subjected

statements.

is

not a required part of the general purpose financial

to the auditing

general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,

is

procedures applied

in the audit

of the

fairly stated, in all material respects in

relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

O^^^^^'^^
/

December

4,

2002
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EXHIBITS
CITY OF BERLIN,

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
All Governmental and Similar Trust Fund Types
For the Year Ended June 30, 2002

Revenues:

Taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental revenues

Charges

for services

Miscellaneous revenues
Total Revenues

in

Fund Balances
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CITY OF BERLIN,

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June

30, 2002

NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting

policies of the City of Berhn,

New

Hampshire conform

to

accounting principles

generally accepted in the United States of America for local governmental units, except as indicated
hereinafter.

The following

is

a

summary of significant accounting

policies:

Financial Reporting Entity

The City of Berlin, New Hampshire (the "City") was incorporated in 1829. The City operates under the
City Council/City Mayor form of government and performs local governmental functions authorized by
State law.

The accompanying

financial statements of the City present the financial position of the various fund

types and account groups, the results of operations of the various fund types, and the cash flows of the
proprietary fund types and similar trust funds types.

Accounting principles generally accepted

in the

United States of America (Governmental Accounting

Standards Board Statement No. 14) require that

all

component

units for

financial oversight be included in the general purpose financial statements.

which the City maintains
Oversight responsibility

is

derived from a number of criteria including financial interdependency, selection of governing authority,
designation of management, ability to influence operations and accountability for fiscal matters.
relative importance

of each

Although the decision

criteria

must be evaluated

to include or exclude a

component

The

of specific circumstances.

in light

unit

is left

to the professional

judgment of local

responsible officials, a positive response to any of the criteria requires that the specific reason for

excluding the component unit be disclosed.
Discretely Presented

Component Unit

The component unit columns in the combined financial statements include the
component unit, the Berlin Water Works. It is reported in a separate column
legally separate

The

Berlin

from the

financial data of the City's

emphasize

that they are

politic in 1925, is included

because the

to

City.

Water Works, which was incorporated as a body

mayor, with confirmation of the City Council, appoints the Water Commissioners, and debt
the City on behalf of the Berlin

Water Works. Debt issued

is

backed by the

full faith

is

issued by

and credit of the

City.

Separately issued financial statements of the Berlin Water

Board of Commissioners

at

55 Willow Street, Berlin,

New

Works may be obtained by

writing to their

Hampshire 03570-1883.

Fund Accounting
The accounts of

the City are organized

separate accounting entity.

on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which

The operations of each fund
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arc accounted for with a separate set of self-
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NOTE 1 -SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
balancing accounts that comprise
expenditures/expenses.

fund balance/retained earnings, revenues, and

assets, liabilities,

its

The various funds

are

summarized by type

in the financial statements.

Individual funds and account groups summarized in the financial statements are classified as follows:

Governmental Fund Types
General Fund

-

used to account for

all

revenues and expenditures, which are not accounted for in other

funds or account groups.
Special Revenue Funds
purposes.

used to account for specific restricted revenues and expenditures for various

-

The following funds have been accounted

for as Special

Community Development Fund
Food Service Fund

Federal Projects

Carberry Fund

Recreation and Parks Programs Fund

Public

-

its

The City accounts

for the following construction

Capital Projects Funds.

Wastewater Treatment Fund
City and School Capital Improvements Fund

Tondreau Recreation Bridge Fund
Proprietary

Works Retirement Buy Back Fund

used to account for financial resources to be used for the acquisition or

construction of major capital facilities and equipment.

m

Fund

Health Department Fund

Airport Authority Fund

Capital Projects Funds

projects

Revenue Funds:

East Milan Landfill

Fund

Cascade Bridge Fund
1

997 School Bond Fund

Fund Types

Proprietary Funds are used to account for the City's ongoing activities, which are similar to those often

found

in the private sector.

The measurement focus

is

upon determination of net income,

financial

position and cash flows.

These funds account for the operations of the City's Sewer Fund, Industrial
Development and Park Authority Fund, Courthouse Fund and Cates Hill Landfill Fund, which provide
service on a user charge basis.

Enterprise Funds

-

Fiduciary Funds
Assets held by the City

in a fiduciary

capacity or as an agent for individuals, private organizations, and

other governmental units, and/or other funds for various purposes.

fund are governed by

statutes, local law, or the

terms of the

36
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NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Trust

Funds

Expendable

-

funds

trust

Scholarship Fund) are accounted for

expendable

trust

(Home Nursing

in essentially the

Trust Fund, Berlin Trust Fund and Miles

same manner

as governmental funds.

The non-

funds are accounted for and reported as proprietary funds since capital maintenance

is

critical.

The Public Works Pension Trust Fund has

a fiscal year

ended August

3

1

and

reported separately from

is

other City funds. This fund unit should be included as part of the reporting entity in accordance with

accounting principles generally accepted

May

terminated on

members of

this

28, 2002 and

plan became

all

in

assets distributed to the beneficiaries.

members of

the

The Pension Fund was

the United States of America.

New

Subsequently,

Hampshire Retirement System

all

former

as a result of a

New

Hampshire Court decision.

Agency Funds

Agency funds

-

are used to account for assets held

by the City

in a fiduciary capacity for

various student groups and the Berlin Water Works.

Account Groups

Account groups are not funds; they do not

reflect available financial resources

are accounting; records of general fixed assets

following

IS

a description

and related

liabilities,

and general long-term obligations, respectively.

but

The

of the account groups of the City.

General Fixed Asset Account Group

-

The City does not record

the acquisition of fixed assets in the

General Fixed Asset Account Group, as required by accounting principles generally accepted

United States of America.

in the

Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general government services are

recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expenditure. Funds used to acquire general fixed assets
and/or debt service payments on borrowings in connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in

payments are made.

the year

General Long-Term Debt Account Group
City, except for

amounts accounted

-

used to record the outstanding long-term obligations of the

for in Proprietary Funds.

Basis of Accounting

The

accrual

basis

is

used for

measurement focus of these funds
("capital

maintenance" focus).

to accrual,

i.e.,

utilize the

is

in

fund types and non-expendable

elected not to follow the

accounting and reporting for

funds.

The

its

FASB

pronouncements issued

proprietary operations.

modified accrual basis whereby revenues are recorded when susceptible

both measurable and available. Available means collectible within the current period or

soon enough thereafter
interest

trust

determination of net income, financial position and cash flows

The City has

subsequent to November 30, 1989

Governmental funds

proprietary

all

to be used to pay liabilities of the current period.
Expenditures, other than
on long-term debt, are recorded when the liability is incurred, if measurable.
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NOTE -SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
1

In applying the susceptible to accrual

concept to intergovernmental revenues, the legal and contractual

requirements of the numerous individual programs are used as guidance. There are, however, essentially
two types of revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the specific purpose or project before any

amounts

will be paid to the City;

recorded.

therefore, revenues are recognized based upon the expenditures
monies are virtually unrestricted as to purpose of expenditure and are usually
failure to comply with prescribed compliance requirements.
These resources are

In the other,

revocable only for

reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or earlier if the susceptible to accrual criteria are met.

Licenses and permits, charges for services, and miscellaneous revenues (except investment earnings) are
recorded as revenues when received in cash because they are generally not measurable until actually
received.

Investment earnings are recorded as earned, since they are measurable and available.

(See

Property Taxes for property tax accrual policies.)

During the course of normal operations, the City has transactions between funds, including expenditures
and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets, and service debt. The accompanymg
governmental funds and enterprise funds financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers. Nonexpendable trust funds report these transactions as revenues and expenses.
Total

Columns on Combined Financial Statements

"Memorandum Only" to indicate that
eliminations have not been made at arriving

Total columns on the combined financial statements are captioned
they are mtended to facilitate financial analysis. Literfund

at the data and it is not intended to present financial position, results of operations or cash flows in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Budgetary Data

The budget

represents departmental appropriations as authorized by City Council.

The City Council may

between operating categories as they deem necessary. The City adopts its budget under
regulations of the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration, which differ somewhat from
transfer funds

accounting principles generally accepted

in the Unites States of America in that the focus is on the entire
governmental unit rather than on the basis of fund types. Special revenue fund budgets are adopted only

to the extent they interact with the general fund.

year the project
reconciliation

is

authorized and

may

Budgets for capital projects funds are adopted

extend over multiple accounfing periods.

between the budget as presented

for reporting purposes
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NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Total Appropriations

at

June, 2001

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Revenue Funds. Consequently, Special Revenue Funds shown on the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General and
Special Revenue Funds (Exhibit C) are reported on a budgetary basis which differs from the Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental and Similar
Trust Fund Types (Exhibit B), which is reported in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted

in the

United States of America, as follows:

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Estimates

The

preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in

the United States of

America require management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain
Accordmgly, actually results may differ from those estimates.

reported amounts and disclosures.

Significant estimates include the reserve for uncollected taxes and depreciation expense.

and Fund Equity

Assets, Liabilities

Cash and Cash Equivalents - The City pools its cash resources for the governmental and proprietary
funds. Cash applicable to a particular fund is reflected as an interfund balance. For the purpose of the
Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of the following:

Enterprise Funds:

Sewer Fund
Industrial Development and
Park Authority Fund
Courthouse Fund
Gates Hill Landfill Fund
Non-expendable Trust Funds

Investments

-

Investments are stated at their

fair

value in

all

funds. Certificates of deposit and repurchase

agreements with a maturity of greater than ninety days from the date of issuance are included

in

investments.

Taxes levied during the current fiscal year and prior and uncollected
are recorded as receivables net of reserves for estimated uncollectibles of $421,093.
Taxes Receivable

-

- Payments made
2002 are recorded as prepaid items.

Prepaid Expenses

Inventory

-

The City accounts

to

at

June 30, 2002

vendors for services that will benefit periods beyond June 30,

for inventories

under the purchase method on a

first-in, first-out basis.

Inventories are recorded at cost.

and Equipment - Property, plant and equipment arc valued at cost. The City uses the
method for charging depreciation in the Enterprise Funds. The following arc the estimated

Property, Plant
straight line

useful lives used in determining the annual charge for depreciation.

CITY OF BERLIN, NKW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO OENERAl. IH RPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Years

Sewer Fund:
Sewer System

50
3-10

Vehicles and equipment
Industrial

Development and Park Authonty Fund:
15-30

Buildings and improvements

Vehicles and equipment

10

Courthouse Fund:

30

Buildings and improvements

Gates Hill Landfill Fund:

Vehicles and equipment

The City

.

5

capitalizes interest costs during a project's construction period.

Deferred Revenue

-

Deferred revenue consists of measurable but unavailable amounts including property

taxes, grant revenues,

and amounts collected

Accrued Vacation and Sick Leave
Provision

is

made

in the

-

in

advance

to

be recognized in future periods.

Employees earn vacation and sick leave

annual budget for vacation and sick leave.

as they provide services.

Pursuant to City personnel policy

and collective bargaining agreements, employees may accumulate (subject to certain limitations) unused
sick pay earned and, upon retirement, resignation or death will be compensated for such amounts at
current rates of pay. The total estimated value of accumulated compensated absences at June 30, 2002 is
$1,542,155 and has been recorded in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group. The current portion,
if

any,

is

not material to these financial statements.

Contributed Capital

-

Federal and State grants for the purpose of constructing enterprise fund assets are

recorded as contributions

to equity.

Revenues, Expenditures and Expenses

Taxes are levied on the assessed value of all taxable real property as of the prior April 1
1, 2001) and are due in two installments on July 5, 2001 and December 1,
dates accrue interest at 12% per annum. Property taxes are recognized as
after
the
due
Taxes
paid
2001
revenue when received in cash or if available to finance current period operations (within sixty days of

Property Taxes

-

($290,339,223 as of April
.

year end).

Tax Collector obtains tax liens on properties which have unpaid taxes in the
following calendar year after taxes were due for the amount of unpaid taxes, interest and costs. These
priority tax liens accrue interest at 18% per annum. If the property is not redeemed within a two year
redemption period, the property is tax deeded to the City.

Under

State law, the
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I--SCM,MARV OF SIGNIFICANT

ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

Properly Taxes Collected for Other Govennuenls - In accordance with State law, the City collects taxes
for Coos County, an independent governmental unit, which arc remitted to the County as required by law.
Taxes appropriated to Coos County for the year ended June 30, 2002 were $1,264,565. The City bears
responsibility for uncollected taxes.

NOTE

2 -S

lEVVARDSIIlP,

COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Dcfuit fiiiut Balance
Special Revenue Funds

-

At June 30, 2002, the following special revenue funds were

in a deficit financial

position:

Amount
Airport Authority Fund
Public

27,554

S

Works Retirement Buy Back Fund

20,178

47.732

$

The City's management intends to
Fund to offset the deficit positions.
Capital Projects Funds

-

rectify the

above conditions by transferring funds from the General

At June 30, 2002, the following

capital projects funds

were

in a deficit financial

position:

Amount
Cascade Bridge Fund
1

The

S

7,524

$

7,544

997 School Bond Fund

20

deficils in the capital projects funds arc the result

and revenue recognition.

The City mlcnds

to transfer

of a temporary liming difference

in

expenditure

funds from the General Fund to offset the deficit

positions.

Enterprise Funds - Al June 30, 2002, the following enterprise fund was

in a deficit financial position:

Amount
Gates Hill Landfill Fund

The

S

440,598

and revenue
recognition. The City intends to finance the remaining closure and postclosure care costs from the motor
vehicle surcharge collected in the Gates Hill Landfill Fund.
deficit in the enterprise

fund

is

the result of a temporary timing difference in expense
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NOTE 3-RISK MANAGEMENT
to various risks of losses related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of
and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. During the year ended June 30,
2002, the City was a member of the New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (PRIMEX).
The City currently reports all of its risk management activities in its General Fund. The Trust is
classified as a "Risk Pool" in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United

The City

is

exposed

assets; errors

States of America.

PRIMEX was
and

organized to provide statutofy^worker's compensation coverage to

other qualified political subdivisions of New Hampshire.

member premiums and
employer's
to

liability

$300,000

for

The Trust

is

member

towns,

cities,

self-sustaining through annual

provides coverage for the statutorily required workers' compensation benefits and

coverage up to $2,000,000. The program includes a Loss Fund from which

each and every covered claim.

The Trust agreement permits

make

the Trust to

is

paid up

•

additional assessments to

members should

there be a

its liabilities. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
America require members of pools with a sharing of risk to determine whether or not such
assessment is probable and, if so, a reasonable estimate of such assessment. At this time, the Trust
foresees no likelihood of an additional assessment for any of the past years.

deficiency in Trust assets to meet
States of

when

it is probable that a loss has occurred and the
These losses include an estimate of claims that have
been incurred but not reported. Based on the best available information there is no liability at June 30,

Claims expenditures and

amount of

that loss

liabilities are reported

can be reasonably estimated.

2002.

NOTE 4 -CASH AND INVESTMENTS
The City has combined

the cash resources of

its

governmental and proprietary fund types.

accounting and reporting purposes, that portion of the pooled cash balance
as

ati

The
in

is

For

reported in the specific fund

interfund balance.

City's investment policy for

New

governmental fund types requires that deposits and investments be made

Hampshire based financial

programs.

institutions that are participants in federal depository insurance

Deposits are limited to demand deposits,

money market

accounts, certificates of deposit and

Hampshire State law (RSA 41:29) or the New
Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP), an external investment pool. Responsibility for
the investments of the Trust Funds is with the Board of Trustees. Investments of the Student Activities
Agency Funds are at the discretion of the School Principals.

repurchase agreements in accordance with

The NHPDIP

is

not registered with the United States Securities and Exchange

investment company.
state, local

New

The NHPDIP was

and banking

created

by

state

law and

is

Commission

as an

administered by a public body of

officials.

At year end, the carrying amount of all the City's cash deposits, including Restricted Assets - Cash, was
$8,841,481 and the bank balance was $8,778,799. Of the bank balance $8,760,393 was covered by
federal depository insurance or collateralized and $18,406 was uninsured and uncollateralized.
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NOTE 4-CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
The

City's investments are categorized to provide an indication

Berlin. Category

1

by the City or

agent

of the

level

of risk assumed by the City of

includes investments that are insured or registered or for which the securities are held

name. Category 2 included uninsured and unregistered investments
for which the securities are held by the broker's or dealer's trust department or agent in the City's name.
Category 3 includes uninsured or unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker
its

or dealer, or by

trust

its

in the City's

department or agent but not in the City's name.
Category

Certificates

of deposit

Investments in

New

$

225,789

$

11,511

Deposit Investment Pool

in the

Amount
$

237,300

Hampshire Public

(NHPDIP)

734,419

Total Investments

Investments

Carrying

2

1

$

NHPDIP

971,7 19

are not investment securities and, as such, are not categorized by risk.

NOTE 5--PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - PROPRIETARY FUNDS
The following

is

a

summary of changes

year ended June 30, 2002:

in the

Proprietary Fund property, plant and equipment for the

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCLVL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 5-PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - PROPRIETARY FUNDS (CONTINUED)
Courthouse Fund
Buildings and improvements

Less: Accumulated depreciation

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 6-DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED)
fringe benefits contributed

by the State of New Hampshire of $133,157 have been repotled as a revenue

and expenditure of the General Fund

Under
the

State law (RSA-100:16), plan

New Hampshire

State legislature

in these financial statements.

member

contribution rates are established and

and employer contribution

rates are determined

of Trustees based on an actuarial valuation. The City's contributions to the

NHRS

may be amended by
by the

NHRS

Board

for the years ending

June 30, 2002, 2001, and 2000 were $379,822, $386,838, and $380,775, respectively, equal
required contributions for each year.

to the

NOTE 7 -GENERAL DEBT OBLIGATIONS
Changes

in

as follows:

Long-term Debt

-

The changes

in

long-term obligations for the year ended June 30, 2002 are

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 7— GENERAL DEBT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
$5,100,000 Deficit Funding Bonds due
of $510,000 through

July,

in

2009; interest

annual installments

at

4.5%

-

5.25%

4,080,000

$1,134,062 Landfill Closure Bonds due in annual installments of

$56,703 tlirough November, 201

6; interest at

4.48%,

850,547

$4,500,000 State Guaranteed School Improvement Bonds due

in

annual installments of $300,000 through January, 2013; interest
at

4.15% -4.9%

3,300,000

$1,500,000 School Improvement Bonds due

of $100,000 thiough January, 2013;

in

annual installments

interest at 4.3%)

-

4.95%

$1,200,000 State Guaranteed Sewer Construction Bonds due
annual installments of $80,000 through July, 2002; interest

1,100,000

in

at

5.4% -8.1%

80,000

$435,000 State Guaranteed Water Construction Bonds due in annual
installments of $30,000 through June, 2002; interest at 5.65% - 7.6%

25,000

$1,450,000 State Guaranteed Sewer Construction Bonds due

in

annual installments of $95,000 through January, 2003; interest

5.75%

-

at

7.75%

95,000

$450,000 Fire Truck Bonds due
through August, 2004; interest

in

at

annual installments of $45,000

4.7%,

$69,275 Asbestos Grant Loan due

in

-

7.0%

135,000

annual installments of $5,000

through 2005 and $ 1 ,775 in 2006

$ 1 ,200,000 Public

1

Works Bond Anticipation Note due
2.50%

6,775

in

July 2002; mterest at

1,200,000

11,462,322

Component Unit:
Bond payable due

in annual installments

August, 2013; interest

Bond payable due

in

5.3%

-

of $150,000 through

5.875%

1,800,000

annual installments of $150,000 through

August, 2014; interest

Bond payable due

at

at

6.125%

-

7.0%

in annual installments

August, 2016; interest

at

5.25%,

State revolving loan payable

-

due

1,950,000

of $305,000 through

5.625%

4,270,000

in variable annual installments of

$1 10,477 to $14,462 through December, 2020; interest at 3.8%,

48
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NOTE 7~GENERAL DEBT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
State revolving loan payable due in variable annual installments of

$142,470

to

$18,479 through November, 2020;

interest at

3.8%

1.903.386

11.399.352
Total Reporting Entity

Interest

$

22,861.674

expense for the year ended June 30, 2002 was $1,035,500 and $664,898 on general obligation

debt for the City of Berlin and the Berlin Water Works, respectively.

Capital Lease Obligations

Capital

lease

acquisitions.

payment

obligations represent

agreements entered into for the financing of equipment

lease

These contracts are subject

obligations.

Amounts

to cancellation

should funds not be appropriated to meet

are annually budgeted in the applicable function.

Following are the

individual capital lease obligations at June 30, 2002:

Equipment, due
at

Equipment, due
interest rate,

monthly installments of $4,708, including

interest

$

in annual installments

of $7,572, with no stated

through September, 2004

Equipment, due
at

in

6.5%, through February, 2005

in

annual installments of $22,743. including interest

6.1%, through August, 2005

Other Long-Term Obligations

Component

Unit:

As of June 30, 2002. the Berlin Water Works has drawn down on three State Revolving Loan Funds a
total amount of $2,967,347. These State Revolving Loan Funds were issued in the City's name. These
loans are not scheduled to be repaid until the projects are completed and

all

of the funds needed have

been drawn down.

Summary of Debt Service Requirements
The annual requirements
interest

Maturity

to amortize all outstanding long-term obligations as

of $2,476,952 and $3,221,924

are as follows:

to

in the

of June 30, 2002, including

primary government and the component

unit, respectively

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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NOTE 7-GENERAL DEBT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PLRPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
June

30, 2002

NOTE 8--NOTES PAYABLE (CONTINUED)
$206,107 Note payable
Inc.

to Berlin

Economic Development Council,

secured by land and building due in monthly installments of

$1,500, including interest at 6.0%, through October, 2007

S

83,927

$

103.927

521,500 Note payable to Berlin Economic Development Council, Inc.
secured by land and building due in a balloon payment in October,
2007, interest

at

The annual requirements

0%

20,000

to amortize the notes

payable as of June 30, 2002 are as follows:

Year Ending
Principal

June 30.

2003
2004
2005
2006

2007
2008

NOTE 9-LANDFILL CLOSURE AND POSTCLOSURE CARE COSTS
State

and federal laws and regulations require

that the City place a final cover

closed and perform certain maintenance and monitoring functions

An

closure.

estimated

liability

on

its

two

landfills

at the landfill sites for thirty

when

years after

has been recorded based on the future closure and postclosure care costs

no longer accept waste. These landfill closure and
postclosure care costs are based on the amount of the landfills used. The estimated liability for landfill
closure and postclosure care costs has a balance of $1,248,638 as of June 30, 2002, which is based on
100% usage of the East Milan landfill and 100% usage of the Gates Hill landfill. The estimated liability
for the closure and postclosure care costs of the East Milan landfill ($263,063) and the Gates Hill landfill
($985,575) has been reported in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group and the Gates Hill Landfill
Enterprise Fund, respectively. The East Milan landfill was capped during fiscal year 1997, and the Gates
that will

be incurred near or

Hill landfill is expected to
landfill closure

equipment,

be capped during

fiscal

and postclosure care of $1,248,638

facilities,

of June 30, 2002.
inflation,

after the date the landfills

changes

in

year 2003.
is

The estimated

based on

the

amount

total current cost

that

would be paid

of the
if all

were acquired
However, the actual cost of closure and postclosure care may be higher due
technology, or changes in landfill laws and regulations.
and services required

to close,

monitor and maintain the

landfills

as
to

costs of the East Milan landfill were financed through the issuance of debt under the State of
Hampshire, State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Program. The remaining closure and
postclosure care costs is expected to be financed from the motor %ehicle surcharge collected in the Gates
The City has also entered into an intermunicipal agreement with
Hill Landfill Enterprise Fund.

The closure

New
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NOTE 9 -LANDEILL CLOSURE AND POSTCLOSURE CARE COSTS (CONTINUED)
surrounding communities for the reimbursement of their share of the landfill closure and postclosure
costs.

NOTE 10-DEFERRED REVENUE
General

Fund - The

City has recorded deferred property tax and other revenues collected in advance and

recognizable in future periods as follows:
Semi-annual tax warrant due July 2, 2002
Taxes levied and not received within 60 day

$

6,161,715

$

6,655,689

recognition period

Enterprise

Funds

-

493,974

Deferred revenue

in the

Enterprise Funds

at

June 30, 2002 consists of revenues

collected in advance and recognizable in future periods as follows:

Sewer Fund
Development and Park Authority Fund

$

107,171

$

113,063

Industrial

NOTE

11

5,892

-INTEREUND BALANCES

Interfund receivables/payables at June 30, 2002 are as follows:

Interfund

Fund
General Fund
Special Revenue Funds:

Community Development Fund
Federal Projects Fund

Food Service Fund
Health Deparmient Fund
Airport Authority Fund

Carberry Fund
Recreation and Parks Programs Fund
Public

Works Retirement Buy Back Fund

Capital Projects Funds:

Wastewater Treatment Fund
East Milan Landfill Fund
City and School Capital Improvements

Cascade Bridge Fund

Tondreau Recreation Bridge Fund
1997 School Bond Fund

Fund

CITY OF BERLIN, NENN HAMPSHIRE
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NOTE

11

-INTERFLND BALANCES (CONTINUED)

Enteqjrise Funds:

Sewer Fund
Industrial Development and Park Authority Fund
Courthouse Fund
Gates Hill Landfill Fund
Trust and Agency Funds:
Home Nursing Trust Fund
Berlin Trust Fund
Miles Scholarship Fund
Non-I£xpendablc Trust Funds
Water Works Bond Agency Fund

*

774,805

213,256
1

.494

6,

1

74

2,000
2,000

800
90,352
S

Total

1

490,296

2.079.920

$

2,079.920

NOTE 12--ADVANCE TO/FROM OTHER FUND
At June 30, 2002, 580,000 was due to the Wastewater Treatment Capital Projects Fund from the Sewer
Enterjirise Fund. The Sewer Enterprise Fund makes annual principal payments of $40,000 and interest.

NOTE 13-CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL PROPRIETARY FUNDS
-

Changes

in the

contributed capital accounts in the

Authoiity Fund are summarized as follows:

Sewer Fund and the

Industrial

Development and Park

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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NOTE 15--RESERVED FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES (CONTINUED)
Unity Street Park

949

$

6,273

Sanitary landfill

7,222

$

NOTE 16— UNRESERVED DESIGNATED FUND BALANCES
General

Fund

Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended
as continuing appropriations to the next year in

Following are continuing appropriations

at

which they supplement

at

year end are carried forward

the appropriations of that year.

June 30, 2002:

General government

$

3,377

Public safety

Highways and

17,474

70,296

streets

Health and welfare

5,800

Sanitation

2,000

Education

31,000

Capital outlay

1,094,903

1,224,850

Special Revenue Funds

Community Development Fund

2,683

$

Federal Projects Fund

40,4

Food Service Fund

1

Health Department Fund

603

Carberry Fund

972

Recreation and Parks Programs Fund

20,568
$

Capital Projects

1

2 1 ,93 5

187,174

Funds

Wastewater Treatment Fund
East Milan Landfill

$

Fund

90,993
114,853

City and School Capital Improvements Fund
Tondreau Recreation Bridge Fund

10,469
16,583
$

54

232,898
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30,

2002

NOTE 16— UNRESERVED DESIGNATED FUND BALANCES (CONTINUED)
Expendable Trust Funds

Home

Nursing Trust Fund

$

Berlin Trust Fund

93,105
4,456

Miles Scholarship Fund

22,821
$

120,382

NOTE 17-NET WORKING CAPITAL
The

net

working capital

for the individual enterprise funds as

Sewer Fund
Development and Park Authority Fund
Courthouse Fund
Gates Hill Landfill Fund

of June 30, 2002

is

as follows:

$

Industrial

675,445

207,087
(11,295)

(250.156)
$

621,081

NOTE 18-TOP TAXPAYERS
The following

are the five

major property owners as they

$290,339,223:

Taxpayer

LLC
Service of New Hampshire

Fraser/GNE,
Public

Portland Natural Gas
Individual taxpayer

Doane-Ruggles

Inc.

NOTE 19—RESTATEMENT OF FUND BALANCE

relate to the assessed property valuation

of

CITY OF BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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NOTE 20 -CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The City

participates in a

number of

These programs are subject to
The amount, if any, of
expenditures which may be disallowed by the granting agencies cannot be determined at this time. The
City expects amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
financial and compliance audits

NOTE

21

federally assisted grant programs.

by the grantors or

their representatives.

-SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

Bond Issuance
During August 2002, the City issued
associated with the Public

and matures on August

a $1,210,000 general obligation bond for the purpose of costs
Works Retirement Buy Back. This bond has an interest rate of 3.0% - 3.5%

15, 2007.

Bond Authorization
During August 2002, the City Council authorized the appropriation of $8,342,200 for upgrading the
City's wastewater treatment facility and sewage pumping stations. The funding is to come from the State
of New Hampshire Revolving Loan Fund.

NOTE 22 -GASB STATEMENT NO. 34
In June 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) unanimously approved Statement
No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management 's Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local
Governments. Certain of the significant changes in the Statement include the following:

•

For the

first

time the financial statements include:

o

A

o

Financial statements prepared using full accrual accounting for

Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section providing an analysis
of the City's overall financial position and results of operations.
all

of the City's

activities, including infrastructure.

•

The

A change in the fund financial statements to focus on the major funds.

general provisions of

GASB

Statement No. 34 must be implemented by the City of Berlin no later

than the fiscal year ending June 30, 2003.

implemented no

The City plans
and

later than the

to

The

retroactive reporting of infrasfructure

must be

year ending June 30, 2007.

implement the general provisions of the Statement

to retroactively report infrastructure in the fiscal

56

in the

year ending June 30, 2003,

year ending June 30, 2007.

MAYORS OF THE CITY OF BERLIN
The Honorable-

